Query-oriented summarization aims at extracting an informative summary from a document collection for a given query. It is very useful to help users grasp the main information related to a query. Existing work can be mainly classified into two categories: supervised method and unsupervised method. The former requires training examples, which makes the method limited to predefined domains. While the latter usually utilizes clustering algorithms to find 'centered' sentences as the summary. However, the method does not consider the query information, thus the summarization is general about the document collection itself. Moreover, most of existing work assumes that documents related to the query only talks about one topic. Unfortunately, statistics show that a large portion of summarization tasks talk about multiple topics. In this paper, we try to break limitations of the existing methods and study a new setup of the problem of multi-topic based query-oriented summarization. We propose using a probabilistic approach to solve this problem. More specifically, we propose two strategies to incorporate the query information into a probabilistic model. Experimental results on two different genres of data show that our proposed approach can effectively extract a multi-topic summary from a document collection and the summarization performance is better than baseline methods. The approach is quite general and can be applied to many other mining tasks, for example product opinion analysis and question answering.
Introduction
Query-oriented summarization (QS) tries to extract a summary for a given query. It is a common task in many text mining applications. For example, a user submits a query to a search engine and the search engine usually returns a lot of result documents. To 'click-and-view' each of the returned documents is obviously tedious and infeasible in many cases. One challenging issue is how to help the user digest the returned documents. Typically, the documents talk about different perspectives of the query. An ideal solution might be that the system automatically generates a concise and informative summary for each perspective of the query. The user * The work is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (60703059) then can determine whether she/he needs to refine the query or zoom into a specific perspective. Another example is product opinion analysis. When a user asks for information about a product, e.g., "iPod touch", she/he does not typically mean to find documents containing these two words. Her/his intention is to find documents describing different features (e.g., price, color, size, and battery) of the product. An ideal result should be an informative summary, which organizes the information with different features. Much work has been done for document(s) summarization. Generally, document(s) summarization can be classified into three categories: single document summarization (SDS), multi-document summarization (MDS), and Queryoriented summarization (QS). SDS is to extract a summary from a single document; while MDS is to extract a summary from multiple documents. The two tasks have been intensively investigated and many methods have been proposed [14] [3] [18] . The methods for document(s) summarization can be further categorized into two groups: unsupervised and supervised. The unsupervised method is mainly based on scoring sentences in the documents by combining a set of predefined features [17] [6] . In the supervised method, summarization is treated as a classification or a sequential labeling problem and the task is formalized as identifying whether a sentence should be included in the summary or not [25] . However, the method requires training examples.
Query-oriented summarization (QS) is different from the SDS and the MDS tasks. First the summary obtained in a QS task should be closely related to the query; while the summary by a SDS/MDS task should be about the main information of the document(s). Secondly, there might be multiple topical aspects presented in the related documents of a query; while documents in a SDS/MDS task are usually assumed to be about a same topic. Previously, query-oriented summarization has been introduced as a summarization task in DUC, which also tries to extract a summary for a given query. 1 Our QS task addressed in this paper is, relevant, but different from that of DUC. The main difference is that documents of each QS task in DUC is assumed to be related to one main topic. Is it true that documents in a practical QS task are related to only one topic? Unfortunately, the answer is, indeed, no and, statistics show that there are 36.85% of document clusters/sets talking about multiple topics (e.g., multiple events or multiple persons) instead of a single topic, even in the well-organized DUC data set [19] . Another statistical study conducted by Sekine and Nobata [24] show that there are 44.62% of the document sets of Japanese news articles talking about multiple topics.
Therefore, two interesting research questions are: (1) how to capture the query information for extracting the summary from documents? (2) how to discover multiple topics hidden in the documents?
In this paper, we aim to conduct a thorough investigation on the problem of multi-topic based query-oriented summarization. We identify the major tasks of the problem and propose a probabilistic approach to solve the tasks. Specifically, we present a statistical topic model to discover multiple topics in a document collection. We study two strategies for incorporating the query information into the topic model. The first strategy directly integrates the query information into the generative process of the topic model. Thus the model estimates a mixture of a document-specific topic distribution and a query-specific topic distribution. The other strategy is to use a regularization form to constrain the topic model by the query information. The basic idea is to "guide" the topic model by the query-specific topics. Based on the modeling results, we study several scoring schemes to rank sentences in a document collection. We further refine the summarization results using redundancy reduction.
We conducted experiments on two different genres of data: DUC data and Epinions data (www.epinions.com). Experimental results on both of the two data sets show that our proposed method outperforms the baseline method of using word frequency (i.e., TF) and that of using existing topic models (including pLSI, and LDA).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents problem definitions. In Section 3 we give an overview of our proposed approach. In Section 4 we describe the two strategies for incorporating the query information into the probabilistic model. In Section 5 we present our method for generating the summary based on the modeling results. In Section 6, we give the experimental results and in Section 7, we present the related work. Finally, in Section 8, we conclude this paper with future work.
Problem Formulation
In this section, we first present several necessary definitions and then define the tasks of query-oriented summarization. The document cluster denotes the information source and the query denotes the information need. A document cluster is a sub set of the entire document collection. All documents in the cluster are related to the query. Thus, we can define the task of query-oriented summarization as: DEFINITION 2.4. (Query-oriented Summarization): Given a document cluster C and a query q, the task of queryoriented summarization is to identify the most representative sentences for the query, from the document cluster.
Documents related to a query may talk about different perspectives of the query. For example, for the query "data mining", the topical aspects may include "classification", "clustering", and "association rule". Accordingly, we give definitions of the topic model and the query-oriented topic model of a document cluster. For the example of "data mining", suppose the query is about data mining application, we may only want to highlight topics related to applications of data mining algorithms and treat the other topics in the second place. Table 1 summarizes the notations.
Based on these definitions, the major task of queryoriented summarization can be defined as follows: given a query and a document collection, the goal is to retrieve a document cluster related to the query and summarize the document cluster from different topical aspects of the query.
It is challenging to perform the task defined above. First, existing topic models only consider the general topic distribution of multiple documents, but cannot capture the query information. It is challenging on how to incorporate The parameter indicating whether a word inherits the topic from the query (x = 0) or from the document (x = 1) λ Parameters for sampling the switch parameter x γ, γ q Beta parameters for generating λ the query information into the topic model and how to discriminate the different topics in the document cluster in a principled way. Second, it is unclear how to make use of the modeling results to calculate the score of each sentence and how to generate the final summarization result.
Overview of Proposed Approach
At a high level, our approach primarily consists of four steps:
1. We retrieve relevant documents to the query. Thus we obtain a query and its related document cluster.
2. We propose a unified probabilistic approach to uncover query-oriented topics for each summarization task (corresponding to a query and a document cluster). Specifically, we present two strategies for simultaneously modeling the query and the document cluster. This is the key for the following steps and also the focus of this paper.
3. We present four scoring methods to calculate the importance of each sentence in the document cluster based on the modeling results.
4. We generate the summary using sentences with the highest scores. We remove the redundant sentences using a clustering method.
The purpose of the first step is to retrieve documents only relevant to a query from the document collection. In general, we may use any retrieval method. In this paper, we used a standard language modeling approach [30] . To ensure coverage of documents, we perform query expansion, a commonly used method in information retrieval. For each word w qi in the query q, we extract its frequently cooccurring words in the document cluster and add them into the query. We consider words appearing in a window-size of the word w qi as its co-occurrence words, i.e. words before and after the word w qi . We set the window size as 1.
In the second step, our main idea is to leverage a topic modeling method for query-oriented summarization and our main technical contributions also lie in this step where we propose a unified probabilistic approach to simultaneously model the document cluster and constrain the topic distribution so that it is close to the query. This could be done by separately modeling document contents and the query. However, such an approach cannot capture dependencies between document contents and the query, thus cannot obtain queryoriented topic distribution of the document cluster. We propose two strategies to incorporate the query information into the topic modeling process. The first strategy uses two generative processes to discover topical aspects of documents and the query, and then uses a Bernoulli distribution to associate the query-specific topic distribution and the documentspecific topic distribution. The first strategy might suffer from the "too many parameters" problem. We therefore consider the second strategy, which directly adds a regularization term related to the query into the log likelihood objective function of the topic model so that the topic modeling process can be guided by the query.
In the third step, we present four scoring schemes to calculate the importance score of each sentence and in the last step, we select sentences with the highest scores as the summary. We also remove redundant sentences using a clustering method.
In the remainder of this section, we will first introduce two baseline methods based on existing general topic models: pLSI [11] and LDA [5] . We will then describe our proposed topic model in detail and explain how we make use of the learned models in the following steps.
4 Modeling of Query-oriented Topics 4.1 Baseline Models 4.1.1 Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing The probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (pLSI) model [11] has been proposed by Hofmann. pLSI assumes that there is a hidden topic layer Z = {z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z T } between word tokens and documents. For each document, a topic distribution is learned and each word is generated from a chosen topic according to a document-specific topic distribution. In this way, the probability of generating a word w from a document d can be calculated by using the topic layer:
For estimating the importance of a sentence, one can sum up the probability P (w|d) of all words in the sentence (or use some other methods presented in Section 5).
Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [5] is a three-level Bayesian network, which also models documents using a latent topic layer. In LDA, for each document d, a multinomial distribution θ d over topics is first sampled from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter α. Second, for each word w di , a topic z di is chosen from this topic distribution and the word w di is generated from a topic-specific multinomial φ z di . Accordingly, the generating probability of word w from document d is:
In a word, it uses the topic distribution θ d of the document and the probability φ w of the topic generating word to calculate the probability of the word. We can further use the method presented in Section 5 to calculate the score of each sentence.
Model Limitation. In the pLSI and the LDA model, topics are modeled using only document contents, but ignoring the query information. As a result, the 'irrelevant' topics to the query may hurt the summarization result.
Qurey-oriented Topic Modeling
In this section, we present two strategies for incorporating the query information into the topic model. The first strategy is to integrate the query information into topic model by introducing a queryspecific generative process. The second strategy directly regularizes the topic distribution related to the query, to avoid the possible "too many parameter tuning" problem in the first strategy.
Query Topic Model
The proposed model is called query Latent Dirichlet Allocation (qLDA). The basic idea in this model is to use two correlated generative processes to model documents and the query together. The first process is to model the topic distribution of the query and the second process is to model the documents. It uses a Bernoulli distribution to determine whether to generate a word from a document-specific distribution or from a query-specific distribution. Figure 1 shows the graphical structure of the qLDA model.
Formally, the generative process can be described as follows: first, the user would decide what topics to query according to p(θ q |α q ), which is the topic distribution of the query; then for a word w di in each document d of a cluster C, a coin is tossed according to p(x = 0|d) ∼ beta(γ q , γ), where beta(.) is a Beta distribution; when x = 0, the word w di is sampled from a selected topic t qi specific to the query q, according to distribution P (w di |θ qt qi ); when x = 1, the word w di is sampled from a selected topic z di specific to the document d,
Intuitively, we use a Bernoulli distribution to determine whether a word in a document is related to (x = 0) the query topic or not. In the qLDA model, the query information behaves like a kind of prior information to guide the topic distribution in the document, which in turn reflects the query information.
For inference, the task is to estimate the unknown parameters in the qLDA model. There are two sets of unknown parameters: (1) the distribution θ of M documenttopics, the distribution θ q of query-topics, the distribution λ of M document-Bernoulli, and the distribution φ of T topicwords; (2) the corresponding coin x di and topic z di for each word w di in the document d, and the corresponding topic t qi for each word w qi in the query. It is usually intractable to do exact inference in such a probabilistic model. A variety of algorithms have been proposed to conduct approximate inference, for example variational EM methods [5] and Gibbs sampling [7] . We choose Gibbs sampling for its ease of implementation. Additionally, instead of estimating the model parameters directly, we evaluate (a) the posterior distribution on just t and then use the results to infer θ q for the first generative process; (b) the posterior distribution on x and z, and then use the sampling results to infer θ, λ and φ for the second generative process. More specifically, we begin with the joint probability of the entire document cluster, and then using the chain rule, we obtain the posterior probability of sampling the topic for each word. For (a) we use the same sampling algorithm as that for the LDA model (cf. [7] ), i.e. with the posterior probability:
where n qt is the number of times that topic t has been sampled from the multinomial distribution specific to query q; n tw is the number of times that word w has been generated by topic t; the number n −qi with the superscript −qi denotes a quantity, excluding the current instance.
We can use an analogous method for parameter estimation in (b). We sample the coin x and the topic z together. Accordingly, the posterior probability of a word w inheriting topic z from the query-specific multinomial and the probability of the word w being generated from the documentspecific multinomial are defined as:
where n d0 is the number of times that topics of document d have been sampled from the query-specific topic distribution; n d1 is the number of times that topics of document d have been sampled from the document-specific topic distribution; a number n q with the superscript q denotes that we count the numbers in all queries. For example, n q zw denotes the number of word w assigned to topic z in all queries.
As for the hyperparameters α, α q , β, γ, and γ q , one could estimate the optimal values by using a Gibbs EM algorithm [1] or a variational EM method [5] . For some applications, topic models are sensitive to the hyperparameters and it is necessary to get the right values for the hyperparameters. In the applications discussed in this work, we found that the estimated topic models are not very sensitive to the hyperparameters. Thus, for simplicity, we take fixed values (i.e., α = α q = 50/T , β = 0.01, and γ q = 3.0, γ = 0.1).
During parameter estimation, the algorithm keeps track of a M ×T (document by topic) count matrix, a T ×V (topic by word) count matrix, a M × 2 (document by coin) count matrix, and a |q| × T (query by topic) count matrix. Given these matrices, we can easily estimate the probability θ dz of a topic given a document, the probability θ qt of a topic given a query, and the probability φ zv of a word given a topic by:
The qLDA model introduces a number of parameters, which are fixed for simplicity in our work. In a practical application, how to tune the parameters would be a challenging issue. We therefore consider the second strategy for incorporating the query information into the topic model using a regularization framework.
Topic Modeling with Regularization
Our second strategy is to use the regularization framework to learn the query-oriented topic model. The basic idea is to use the query information to "guide" the topic model estimation by a discriminative approach. The method, called TMR, can be also considered with two sub-processes. The first process estimates the topic distribution of documents and the query. The second process adjusts the topic distribution so that topic distributions related to the query are strengthened. The two processes are trained simultaneously. Specifically, we aim at minimizing the regularized data likelihood:
where L(C) is the (log-)likelihood of the document cluster C by a topic model (e.g., LDA), R(C, q) is a regularizer defined between the query q and the document cluster C, and ξ is a coefficient that controls the relative strength of the two terms. The regularizer R(C, q) can be further defined as:
where w(d, q) denotes a similarity between document d and query q. We define the similarity as the cosine similarity based on word tokens. More accurately, we represent each document as a vector of words. The value of each element in the vector is calculated by T F * IDF . We also represent the query as a vector in the same way. We then calculate the cosine similarity of each document-vector and the queryvector. By minimizing the objective function (Equation (4.9)), we attempt to not only find a probabilistic model that best fit the document cluster C, but also to guide the topic distribution toward the query-specific topic distribution.
Unfortunately, learning all the parameters in Equation (4.9) together is difficult, because we do not have a closedform solution with the traditional EM-like or Gibbs sampling algorithm to re-estimate θ. We use instead an approach as Algorithm 1. The algorithm is suboptimal for optimizing the objective function. However, it provides an efficient way for parameter estimation and experiments also show its effectiveness. The regularization framework has been used previously for semi-supervised learning [31] and regularizing topic model with network information [20] .
Computational Complexity
We analyze the complexity of the proposed topic models. The qLDA model has a complexity of O(L (N q + MN d )T ) , where L is the number of sampling iterations,N q is the average number of word 
where θ qz is the z-th dimension of the multinomial of query q with 1 ≤ z ≤ T ; α dz is a parameter specific to the topic of document d; and η is a parameter.
(b) fix φ, and re-estimate the multinomial θ to minimize O ξ ; we employ the algorithm proposed in [20] to optimize O ξ , (i.e. run an iterative process to obtain the new θ for each document d by minimizing the objective function again.)
where µ is a coefficient to smooth the topic distribution between documents and the query.
tokens in a (expanded) query, andN d is the average number of word tokens in a document. It is difficult to accurately estimate the complexity of the TMR model, as it is hard to estimate the number of iterations k in Step 3(b) of Algorithm 1. Practically, the number of iterations k is between 7 and 15.
Thus we have a complexity O(L(MN d + k)T ).
5 Generating Summary 5.1 Sentence Scoring Based on the learned topic models from the previous step, we can calculate the importance score of each word and then each sentence. We first compute the score of each word and use the average log of words' scores in a sentence as the sentence score. We test different methods to score the word. Specifically, we consider four word-scoring methods: Max Score, Sum Score, Max TF Score, and Sum TF Score. Max Score. A document cluster typically covers information of multiple topics. The query may ask for information about one specific topic, possibly the topic with the highest probability in the document cluster. Based on this idea, a word which is associated with this topic along with the highest probability should be assigned with a high score. The Max Score is thus defined as
where n C z is the number of sampled topic z in the document cluster.
Sum Score. In a topic model, with the number of topics increasing, intuitively the Max Score would not be justified, the query may ask for information of several sub-topics. We thus consider the sum of the word's score on each topic: (We also tried a method by only considering the query-related topics. The result does not differ largely from that using the following form.):
Max TF Score and Sum TF Score. The above two scoring methods only consider topic-based score for summarization. However, a topic based score may be too coarse and insufficient for obtaining high quality summaries. Nenkova et al. argued that the term frequency is also an important feature in determining the importance of a word/sentence [22] . We thus derive a combination form of the topic-based method and a term frequency-based method.
The first scoring method is called Max TF Score:
The other method is called Sum TF Score is
where P (w|z max ) is the score by Max Score; P (w|d) is the score by Sum Score; n C w is the number of w in the document cluster (like n C z ); n C is the number of all word tokens in C; and δ is a coefficient parameter.
Redundancy Reduction
Finally, we use a clustering method to reduce redundancy in the summary. Specifically, we rank all sentences according to their scores and select the top ranked 150 sentences as candidate sentences. Then we represent each candidate sentence as a vector using words as features and their corresponding T F * IDF scores as feature values. We cluster these sentences by CLUTO, 2 a single-link clustering method. After clustering, we obtain the center of each cluster by averaging all vectors in the cluster. Intuitively, a vector close to the center is more informative and can be selected to represent the cluster. We rank the vectors according to their distance to the cluster center. Each vector, i.e. a sentence, corresponds to a rank number. We assign the sentence a representative score as (1 − r/n), where r is the rank number of the sentence and n is the number of sentences in that cluster. We combine this representative score with the score obtained from Section 5.1 to re-rank the candidate sentences.
Pros: Storage space, video quality, compatibility, sound quality, contact info, picture album Cons: No integrated FM radio. can't place picture on background. the surface scratches easily Full text: The new 80 GB iPod is wonderful! I just got it and uploaded my entire music library on to it and my friends as well and it handles all that with no problem... Figure 2 : A product review from www.epinions.com.
Experimental Results
In this section, we present the evaluation of the proposed approach.
Experimental Setup

Data Sets
We evaluated the proposed approach on two different types of data sets: DUC data and Epinions data. Document Understanding Conference (DUC), now moved to Text Analysis Conference (TAC), provides a series of benchmarks for evaluating approaches for document summarization. We conducted experiments on DUC2005, which contains 50 query-oriented summarization tasks. Documents are from Financial Times of London and Los Angeles Times. For each query, a relevant document cluster is assumed to be "retrieved", which contains 25-50 documents. Thus, the task is to generate a summary from the document cluster for answering the query. (In DUC, the query is also called "narrative" or "topic").
The Epinions data was crawled from www. epinions.com, a web site for posting product reviews. We collected reviews of 44 different "iPod" products. The reviews were written by Epinions users. Each review, as shown in Figure 2 , may consist of "pros", "cons", and a full text review. "pros" denotes positive aspects provided by the user; "cons" denotes negative aspects; while the full text provides the detailed review. Each of these 44 product names was used as the query to retrieve relevant reviews from the website. For each query, we retrieved the top ranked reviews (≤ 50). In total, we gathered 1,277 reviews. We created a document cluster for each "iPod" product by using only full text reviews. Thus the task can be viewed as to find the best descriptive text to support users' "pros" or "cons" opinion. The Epinioins data does not have a ground truth summary. For evaluation purpose, we asked two students who are fans of "iPod" products to provide answers for each summarization task.
For both data sets, we preprocessed each document by (a) removing stopwords and numbers; (b) removing words that appear less than three times in the corpus; and (c) downcasing the obtained words.
Evaluation Measures
We conducted evaluations in terms of ROUGE [15] . The measure evaluates the quality of the summarization by counting the number of overlapping units, such as n-grams, between the generated summary by a method and a set of reference summaries. Basically, ROUGE-N is an n-gram recall measure. It is defined as follows:
Count(n − gram) (6.15) where Count match (n − gram) is the maximum number of n − grams co-occurring in a generated summary and the reference summaries and Count(n − gram) is the number of n − grams in the reference summaries. We calculated the macro-average score of ROUGE-N on all document clusters. We utilized the tool ROUGE 1.5.5, 3 , with the parameter setting "-n 2 -l 250 -w 1.2 -m -2 4 -u -f A -p 0.5 -t 0" for the DUC data, where "-l 250" indicate that only the first 250 words were considered in evaluation. For the Epinions data, we generate 100 words summary. Thus the length parameter "-l" was set to 100.
Summarization Methods
We define the following baseline methods for query-oriented summarization:
TF: it uses only term frequency for scoring words and sentences. The method is similar to that proposed in [22] , except that [22] also adjusts the scoring measure to further reduce redundancy.
pLSI: it uses a general topic model to learn the topic distribution from the data set. As for the topic model, we employed pLSI [11] . After learned the topic model, we used the same scoring methods as that in our approach, i.e. Max Score and Sum Score.
PLSI + TF: it combines the pLSI score and the TF scores. The Max TF Score and Sum TF Score are used.
LDA: it uses another general topic model, LDA [5] , to learn the topic model. After learned the topic model, we used the same scoring methods as that in our approach, i.e. Max Score and Sum Score.
LDA + TF: it combines the LDA score and the TF score. The Max TF Score and Sum TF Score are used.
qLDA: it uses the proposed qLDA model to train the topic model and further uses the proposed scoring methods (cf. Section 5.1) to rank sentences.
qLDA + TF: it combines the qLDA score and the TF score. The Max TF Score and Sum TF Score are used.
TMR: it uses the proposed TMR model to train the topic model and further uses the proposed scoring methods (cf. Section 5.1) for ranking sentences.
TMR + TF: it combines the TMR score and the TF score. The Max TF Score and Sum TF Score are used. 
Topic Model Estimation
For both LDA and qLDA, we performed model estimation with the same setting. As for the topic number, we set T = 60 for the DUC data set, and T = 30 for the Epinions data set. The topic number is determined by empirical experiments (more accurately, by minimizing the perplexity [2] , a standard measure for estimating the performance of a probabilistic model, the lower the better). One can also use some solutions like [27] to automatically estimate the number of topics. All experiments were carried out on a Server running Windows 2003 with two Dual-Core Intel Xeon processors (3.0 GHz) and 4GB memory. For the DUC data set, it took about 20 minutes for estimating the LDA model, 55 minutes for estimating the qLDA model, and 80 minutes for the TMR model (for 2000 sampling iterations when the topic number is 60). Epinions data took a shorter time, i.e., LDA in a few minutes, qLDA in around 15 minutes, and TMR in about 20 minutes. Table 2 shows the performance of summarization using our proposed methods (with T = 60 and Max Score) and the baseline methods on the DUC data set. We employed the same redundancy reduction process (cf. Section 5.2) for all methods. We see that both before and after redundancy reduction, our proposed approaches (qLDA and TMR) outperform the baseline methods in terms of all measures.
Results on DUC
We can also see that the combination of the topic model with the term frequency can improve the summarization performance. The best results were obtained when the parameter δ in Equation (5.13) is between 0.4 and 0.6. (The value is found by empirical experiments.)
We give an analysis on the summarization task D307, which talks about "new hydroelectric projects". The query is "what hydroelectric projects are planned or in progress and what problems are associated with them?" Four human summaries (A, B, C, and D) are provided for this task. Specifically, summaries B, C, and D mainly focus on problems of the projects, like environmental problems, social problems, financial problems, and so on. Summary A lists all projects and abstracts of the problem. The summary obtained by TF and LDA contains sentences about the financial problem and the power of the projects, but does not cover all the topics. qLDA based summary covers more topics such as, environmental problem, social problem of displacing people. TMR based summary covers more project information than the other methods. Table 3 shows sample sentences from the summaries obtained by different approaches.
To reveal the reason why the topic-based approaches (e.g., LDA, qLDA, and TMR) can outperform the wordbased approach (e.g., TF). We conducted an topical analysis for each document cluster. Figure 3 shows the topic distribution on the document cluster D357. We see that in D357, when set the topic number as 60, there is a major topic (Topic 6, talking about "boundary disputes involving oil"). But still about 60% of the information is captured by the other topics. In a word-based approach, the extracted summary would be dominated by frequent words (words from the major topic). When set with a large topic number (T = 250), there would be multiple dominated topics (e.g., #77, #117, #205, and #217). Our approaches can discriminate words from different topics, and thus obtain a better performance.
We further compared our results with the three best participant systems [12] [23] [28] in DUC2005. Table 4 shows the comparison results. We see that our proposed approaches outperform the three systems. In terms of Rouge1, TMR achieves the best result (0.38093) among all methods. In terms of Rouge2, the best performance (0.07147) is achieved by TMR+TF. We need note that our approaches do not make use of any external information; while the systems usually (heavily) depend on some external knowledge, for example System 15 employs WordNet for discovering semantic similarity between words [28] ; and System 17 employs linguistic features such as named entity, linguistic patterns, and semantic similarity between words [12] .
We also conducted experiments on the DUC2006 data. The task is similar as that for DUC2005. Table 5 shows the results of our approaches and the best three participant systems on DUC2006. We see that the best performance was achieved by the TMR method in terms of Rouge1. The funding for a controversial hydroelectric dam to be built in the heart of Malaysia's tropical rainforest will be generated from domestic sources, according to the company in charge of the project. New hydroelectric projects pose social, political, economic and environmental problems. The Yacyreta dam was delayed by Argentina's numerous political and economic crises. Table 6 presents the results of different approaches on the Epinions data set. Generally, we see that topic-based methods can obtain better performance than the word-frequency based methods (e.g., TF). The reason may be that one review always covers several features of a product. In a topic model, these features are modeled by different topics. A topic-level summary can thus include the multiple features. The word-based method may bias to a few features which are frequently talked. We have also found that We show an example summary for a product "iPod Touch". Table 7 shows the summaries obtained by TF, LDA, qLDA, and TMR. For LDA, we only used the full review 
Results on Epinions
Summary obtained by TF
The Touch is an iPod that also plays videos so their functions should be different. However, there's something about the iPods that get me every time. This is a con for all iPods, not just the new Touch. The multi-touch screen is very useful when browsing through the music on my ipod. The iPod Touch is an amazing device for not only music, but as a full on PDA. This is what the Touch was designed to do, and it does it well! The iPod Touch also needs a good chat application Summary obtained by LDA This is what the Touch was designed to do, and it does it well! As of now it is neither here nor there device. This is a con for all iPods, not just the new Touch. The iPod Touch is an amazing device for not only music, but as a full on PDA.
The multi-touch screen is very useful when browsing through the music on my ipod. The Touch has WiFi, so the internet is available at any open access points. The overall design is functional, but elegant and impressive. The multi-touch interface adds many capabilities that other web-capable PDA's lack.
Summary obtained by qLDA However, there's something about the iPods that get me every time.
A new feature Apple includes on the iPod is the iTunes Store. The Touch is an iPod that also plays videos so their functions should be different. It was really noticeable when placed next to a video iPod running the same video. The 32GB model at 7,000 songs should be more than enough for most music listeners. It'll play music for 15 hours -or videos for 5 or 6 hours on a charge. Unless, of course, you want to download anything except music from the iTunes store.
Summary obtained by TMR
Great wireless applications, easy to use, video screen is great. Slim, lightweight, stunning, Wi-fi, Safari, beautiful graphics. Has internet access so you can still check e-mails online and browse the web pages. Love the wi-fi and all that it brings to the table. I'm extremely pleased with my iPod touch. The 16GB is perfect for several movies and TV shows, and music. Pricey, missing features to make it an all-around use device. Back case scratches easily, controls difficult to work "blind", no hard drive capability.
text to train the parameters. For qLDA and TMR, we expand the query by words in "pros" and "cons" of the review. We also expanded the query by extracting its frequently cooccurring words from the full text review. From the table we can see that summaries obtained by qLDA and TMR are more informative than the word-based method (TF). LDA also covers "iPod Touch" features like "wiFi" and "overall design" that cannot be extracted by the TF method. qLDA and TMR further cover the product features like "iTunes store", "storage capacity" and "battery life" that cannot be discovered by the TF method.
7 Related Work Document(s) summarization has long been viewed as a challenging issue for text mining.
The extraction-based document summarization method ranks sentences by their scores and selects ones with the highest scores as summaries. Different approaches employ different methods for estimating the importance of sentences. Features such as term frequency [22] [29] , cue words, stigma words, topic signature [13] and topic theme [10] are used to measure the importance of words. A composition function is utilized to score the sentences.
Nenkova et al. [22] argue that the term frequency is an important factor for extracting summaries. They treat the ratio of a word occurring number in a document cluster as the score of a word. They utilize an average sum of the word score to compute the score of a sentence.
Conroy et al. [6] propose an oracle score based on the probabilistic distribution of unigrams of human summaries. They utilize the query words and the topic signature terms to approximate the probabilistic distribution, corresponding to word score in our approach. Their query words and signature terms correspond to our expanded query. Our proposed model is relevant to this model in the aspect that both utilize the query and some document words to obtain the probabilistic distribution of words. The difference is that their model does not consider the topical aspects in the document cluster and it uses the signature terms for query expansion. More specifically, if we set the number of topics in qLDA to 1 and use the same signature terms as they use, our qLDA will degeneralize to their model.
Over the last several years, several methods have been proposed for documents summarization by making use of latent topics in the document cluster. For example, Barzilay and Lee [4] use the Hidden Markov Model to learn a latent topic for each sentence, called as a V-topic. They choose the "important" topics that have the high probability of generating summary sentences. The sentences generated by these topics are included in the summary. Their method The x axis denotes topics and the y axis denotes the occurrence probability of each topic in D357.
requires a labeled training data to learn the probability. Topic models like pLSI has been applied to text document summarization [4] . This model is limited in its scalability to large data collections. More importantly, all of the aforementioned topic-based methods do not consider the query information or integrate the query information in a heuristic way. Another related problem is opinion summarization in Weblogs [8] [16] , where the goal is mainly to mine user opinions by identifying and extracting positive and negative opinions or analyzing and extracting topical contents of blog articles. None of this body of work consider the query information.
More recently, some research effort has been made to incorporate the query information into the topic model. For example, Daumé and Marcu [9] propose a hierarchical Bayesian model to compute the relevance of a sentence to a query. The model uses a multinomial distribution to select whether to sample a word from a document-specific, a query-specific or a document cluster-specific distribution. However, the query is usually very short and a method that directly model the query generation may be in sufficient. In comparison, we use two strategies to associate the document content with the query. The idea of regularizing topic model is inspired by [31] and [20] . The difference is that [31] uses a regularization term to learn a semi-supervised model on a graph and [20] uses a regularization term to learn pLSI models with network information; while we use a regularization term to guide LDA for modeling query and documents together. We propose an approximate algorithm for parameter estimation in the model.
Conclusion
In this paper we investigate the problem of multi-topic based query-oriented summarization. We formalize the major tasks and propose a probabilistic approach to solve the tasks. We study two strategies for simultaneously modeling document contents and the query information. We present four methods to score sentences in the documents based on the learned topic models. Experimental results on the DUC data and the product opinion data show that our proposed approach outperforms the baseline method using word frequency (e.g., TF) and that of using general topic-based methods (e.g., pLSI and LDA). The proposed approach is quite general and flexible. The method can be also used for single document summarization and multi-document summarization. It can be applied to many mining tasks, such as product opinion analysis and question answering.
There are many potential future directions of this work. One potential issue is how to obtain more accurate prior information, for instance query expansion when the query is short. In addition, the approach can be extended to perform topic model in a (semi-)supervised manner. For example, in a summarization task, a user points out that some sentences should be included in the summary, we can incorporate these sentences into the approach as the supervised information. Additionally, we are going to integrate the topic-based documents summarization as a new feature into our academic search system ArnetMiner [26] (http: //arnetminer.org). When the user inputs a query, the system will identify the major topics related to the query and then generate a summary by considering the different topics.
